on B. Thus an iliT-space of Cauchy type on a locally compact space E that is countable at infinity coincides with a X-space for \x on the restriction of E to some /x-measurable set B with E -B 2I*-negligible if and only if every element of A 1 is of base jit.
2. The MT-conjugates as vector spaces. Let £ be a locally compact space, C^ the vector space of functions on E valued in C the field of complex numbers. A semi-norm on a vector subspace A of C^ will be called monotone if Vl A 
(x) < yi A (y) when \x(t)\ < \y(t)\, x, y G A; non-trivial if yi
A (x) §é 0 over A (6) . for every JC G J? c (6) . We denote by ^4* the subspace of elements y of A' for which every x G ^4 is ^-integrable with (2.1) holding and call such a ;y an element of integral type. We call A* the MT-conjugate of A. As in (6) the mapping y-^ y of A* into SDîc» the space of measures on JE, is an iso- where \y\ A ' is the usual norm on A'. There are corresponding definitions for real MT*-spaces. ^4* is a vector subspace of A'. Let y u y 2 G A*, a, b G C. Then z = ayi + by2 G A' and determines a C-measure z. From (2.1) for $ c it follows that z = «9i + ^2-By (6, Corollary 9.1) every x G A is a^i + fry 2 = s-integrable and
The spaces A* and 21* are thus normed vector spaces, equivalent by definition.
Morse and Transue (6, p. 153) associate with each C-measure rj on E a unique positive measure \rj\ such that for
The absolute measure |rç| defined by 77 then has a unique extension |7?| g as a real C-measure on £ (6, p. 151). When all the elements of 31* are of base /z, A* can be identified with the collection of functions {g(t)}. If then A* is an ikfr*-space Condition 2.1 is necessarily satisfied. We note also that it is trivially satisfied when A* = 0, that it is satisfied by the measure dual of every ikf^-space (6, Lemma 11.2) and by the measure dual of every Mr*-space that is a X-space with the MT-and X-conjugates coinciding (4). Suppose that a u i = 1, 2, . . . , are positive measures with a l>e Ç §1* and that Elai.eL^ < oo. Then for every x Ç fi, x > 0,
so that the a t form a summable family of positive measures on £ and determine a positive measure ce 0 = 2i oe ai (3, § 3, no. 5). 
OyéxeA i+1 J Oy*xeA i+ 00 which approaches zero as i -* 00. The full sequence {77^} then converges to 77 in 21* so that 21* is complete. We show that if A = ZcKE, /*) (4, § 2) with E and /z defined as in (2, Exercise 4, pp. 116) A* is not complete. We define g t (P) = 1/ln w, P == (1/n, k/n 2 ), » = 2, 3, . . . i\ gi {P) = 0 elsewhere; g(P) = 1/ln n, P = (1/n, k/n 2 ), n = 2, 3, ... ; g(P) = 0 elsewhere. The g t form a Cauchy sequence in A' and converge to g. Each g^. /x is in 21* but g . M is not.
COROLLARY. If E is countable at infinity and A is an MT*-space for which
The X-conjugate of every X-space is complete since it is also a X-space (4). Thus the MT-conjugate of an arbitrary X-space containing ® c is complete when it coincides with the X-conjugate.
^-extensible MT*-spaces.
For a normed or semi-normed space X we let X u denote the subunit elements of X, that is, the elements with norm or semi-norm not exceeding unity (cf. 6, p. 171). We next prove that the condition is sufficient. Since the definition of \y\ A * implies that > holds in (3.1) we need only show that, given e > 0, there exists y £ A* u with ïïî 
.3. ijf X is a reflexive length function for the positive measure y, if E is countable at infinity or if E is arbitrary and A = £ c x is an MT*-space for which the MT-and \-conjugates coincide, then A is %l
A -extensible and every measure in 21* is of base /z.
Proof. Theorem 3.3 is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and the fact that the reflexivity of 5ft A = X as a length function implies that it is reflexive as a semi-norm on A. A (x) > 0 is possible for a 33*-negligible function in B but SSt A (x) = 0 for every 2I*-negligible function in B.
When
The properties of the extended semi-norm *3l A and of § A f°r Mr-spaces (6, § 12) extend to ^-extensible Mr*-spaces with ^'-negligibility replaced by 2l*-negligibility. In particular % A is complete. Generalizing (6) Proof. The argument of (8, Theorem 5.1) applies. We note in particular that O 0 A = 0 A for every ^-extensible Mr*-space A if E is countable at infinity (Theorem 2.1, Corollary).
A-spaces generated by 9l
A -extensible MT*-spaces. THEOREM 
Let A be an ^-extensible MT*-space, /z a positive measure on E. Then yi A , extended by (3.2), defines a length function for \x if and only if every fx-negligible set is 21*-negligible.
Proof. By (3.1) and the subsequent remarks %l A (x) is defined for every x(t) that is defined almost everywhere (21*) and valued in R E and therefore for every x(t), //-measurable and defined, non-negative and valued in R almost everywhere (21*). That yi A then satisfies Conditions (L2)-(L5) for length functions (5) is then easily verified. We verify (L5). If x n {t) 6 R^ is nonnegative and ju-measurable, n = 1, 2, . . . , and if x n (t) increases to x(t) as n -» 00 f then for each rj £ 21*, /**(*) d\ri\ = sup n f*x n (t) d\rj\, by (2, Theorem 3, p. 110). Thus
If (Ll) (5) holds every /z-negligible set is 2l*-negligible. Conversely if every /x-negligible set is 2l*-negligible, %l A is defined and non-negative for every x(t) that is non-negative a.e. (/x) (and therefore a.e. ( §1*)) and if x(i) is /xnegligible and e = [t : x(t) ^ 0], e is /x-negligible (2, Theorem 1, p. 119) and therefore 2l*-negligible. This implies that x(t) is ^-negligible for every 77 Ç 21* and (3.2) then shows that ^l A (x) = 0 giving (Ll). We note that there exist ^-extensible Mr*-spaces, in fact iliT-spaces on a compact set E, for which yi A cannot define a length function for any measure /x. Consider the MT-space A -( §<?(£) of complex valued functions continuous in E = [0, 1] with semi-norm 3l
A (x) = sup; e #jx(/)| and suppose that yi A defines a length function for some positive measure /x. Then, since 21* contains all the point measures, the empty set is the only 2l*-negligible set and therefore, by the preceding theorem, the only /x-negligible set. For each t, 0 < t < 1, the set {t} consisting of the point t is closed and therefore /xmeasurable and n({t}) > 0. Proof. By Theorem 4.1 yi A determines a length function X for /x. We denote by 2 C X the X-space determined by X. By hypothesis every rj G 21* can be written rj = g . /x where g(t) is locally /x-integrable. We identify the functions g(t) with A*, the measures g ./x with 21*. If E(g) = it : g(t) ^ 0), E(g) is /x-measurable and, for every x G OE To prove that 8c x C ^o A we must show that every /x-measurable function x(t) with yi A (x) < oe is in ScKg • M) for every ^ Ç i*. Every x(t) G S c x is /x-measurable by definition so that the Riesz components of x(t) are /x-measurable (6, p. 168). The Riesz components are then measurable (\g . /x| = |g| . /x) for every g G A* (3, Proposition 3, p. 43). Thus x{i) is measurable (g . /x) for every g G ^4*. Since for each g G ^4*, |g . ML G 2I*> it follows from (3.2) and (6, Theorem 9.4) that x{t) G ScKg./*).
We note that if to each compact set K corresponds g(t) G A* with g(t) ^ 0 a.e. (M) in i£, every 2I*-negligible set is locally /x-negligible. This is true in particular if 31* contains ® c or the characteristic function of every compact set. THEOREM We note that if A = S c x is an liT*-space of Cauchy type, the analogue of (8, Corollary 6.1) implies that X satisfies (L9) (4, ((L9) as modified on p. 592)). Thus if E = [0, 1], /x Lebesgue measure, the space ?c°° CE, /x) is not of Cauchy type.
